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ALL YOU NEED IS A CHORD
PROGRESSION AND A MELODY
Don’t think you’re ready to start recording with Studio

Pros? You need a lot less than you realize

Did you know you already have what you need to record your album? Even if it’s only the

basic elements of a song in your head, it’s probably enough to get started. The Beatles

famously claimed that “all you need is love.” I’m here to claim that if you want to record

your music, all you need is a melody and a chord progression. (A little love doesn’t

hurt, either!)

You don’t need every section of your song planned out note by note; you don’t need the

intro melody or the solo section completely finished. All you need is a song “sketch.”

The sketch is a rough outline of your song. The chord progression, melody and lyrics are the

heart and soul of your track. The rest of the production is built from these fundamental

elements. When you work with Studio Pros’ world-class session musicians, they use their

professional expertise to flesh out your creation and provide the finishing touches.

The production process involves diving into every last detail of your song. That could

include a killer guitar lick in the bridge or a melodic hook in the background vocals. With



Studio Pros, you get to be involved every step of the way. You approve each instrument as

it's recorded. The best part is, you’ll be working with some of the best musicians in the

business—Grammy-nominated engineers and top-notch players who have appeared on

hundreds of albums. You’ll collaborate with professionals who know how to take your song

to the next level. Next-level songs stand out among the throngs of artists vying for the

attention of record labels and music supervisors.

Consider Tim Knighton, an artist we recently featured in our blog. In the post, you get to

hear how his song went from a rough sketch to a full professional production. This

step-by-step progression proves that you don’t need every song detail planned out

before you decide to lay it down.

Don’t make excuses—especially the excuse that your songs aren’t completely finished—to

avoid recording your tracks right now while we have a special package price for full

productions.

All you need is a melody and a chord progression. If you have that, your songs are ready to

record with Studio Pros. Take the next step to record the album of your dreams: call Studio

Pros today!


